
Summer Fun 9 July

Date: Jul 9, 2019 6:00 PM - 8:15 PM

Description
Summer Fun games
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Summer Fun Goalies
Setup: Group of Goalies, break into 4 teams of 
different colors.  30 X 20 Box with sticks random 
placed on each half of the grid. 
 
Objectives:  Introduce foot work, the spring and set, 
and types of receiving the ball and distributing the 
ball.
 
Execution:  

Start with Warm up adding in 4 actions around the 1. 
sticks.  

Shuffle, Drop Step, Crossover Shuffle, Side On Run.  
Always end with Spring and Set. Use 5 - 10 minutes 
to go through steps without balls.
 2.  Half players with a ball.  Based on color ball on the 
ground or in the air.  Make a footwork around a stake 
and call for a ball.  Spring Set and receive.   Start with 
balls at the middle receive and return.  Transition to 
all players moving and passing across the midfield. 
Make a foot work to receive and footwork to 
distribute.  5-10 minutes

                               -----------------------------------------------------------
                                       Drink Break

                                ----------------------------------------------------------
3 . Game.  3 teams.   Goalkeepers rotate players in 
front move in and around the sticks working on 
shuffle, drop step, side on run, crossover shuffle, and 
spring step.  To Avoid the ball while goalie saves the 
shots.   3 minute games.  Work on alternating goalies 
and shots.  Ball goes wide or scores 3rd team passes 
a new ball in.  Ball saved is a playable by that goalie 
or a distribution and shot from a new goalie.
 
 
 

Summer Fun 2007+
Setup:  In 20 X 30 Grid set up sticks in triangles. Break players 
into groups of 5-7.
 
Objective:  Technical practice on receive and move into 
combination play to support 3 V 3 games in two zones.
 
Execution:  Setup sticks in triangles across the grid.  Use the 
sticks as mock defenders and work a passing routine that 
emphasizes a pass on one side and pass on the other. 

Player 1 passes across the grid. Player 2 receives on 1 side of 1. 
the stick, passes back wide and then moves to other side to 
receive and then feed to next player.  Progress to setting up 
the long pass.  
Transition to 3 V 3 line soccer game in two zones.  One player 2. 
can move into forward zone.
Transition into to 6 V 6 or 7 V 7 games with goalies.3. 
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2011 Summer Fun dribbling
Setup:  20 X 30 Grid, break players in to two teams.  4 
Goals in the corners.
 
Execution:  

Have players move the ball in multiple directions 1. 
within the grid. Change speed, work on moves and 
feints.  
Have players pair up both have ball.  Let player 1 2. 
chase 2 after 15 seconds call freeze.  Have player 
1 try to pass the ball between Player 2 legs.
Set  Coach with multiple balls.   Coach passes ball 3. 
out 2 players play 1 V 1 trying to score on the goals 
on either side of the coach.
Set up Round robin Games.  Rotating teams 4. 
between fields every playing period. U7/8 4 V 4 no 
goalies.  U9/10 6 V 6 with Goalies.
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